This express engagement is designed to assist customers with an initial implementation of Informatica Data Security and provide the technical knowledge needed to deploy the same more broadly throughout the enterprise. It is intended to serve as a pilot engagement focused on a handful of data stores for sensitive data discovery, and a single application towards masking, while outlining key processes and best practices to be used for future applications.

This solution provides a powerful platform to identify, analyze, detect, and monitor sensitive data risks. This is accomplished by focusing on the activities associated with defining, and detecting sensitive data in a limited number of data stores, and masking them.

**Project Timeline**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kickoff Tech Planning</th>
<th>Setup and Configuration Data Stores/Dashboard Views</th>
<th>Initial Scan with Pre-Defined Content</th>
<th>Scan and Policy Refinements</th>
<th>Periodic Refresh of Data Stores + Add New Data Stores + Ongoing Scans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Areas of Focus**

- Pre-engagement planning towards reviewing pre-requisites
- Architecture and environment recommendations
- Installation and configuration of the software
- Foundation implementation for representative application
- Definition of data domain discovery rules and policies
- Tuning of data domain rules and policies to ensure accuracy
- Scanning of several data stores for sensitive data and masking of the same
- Dedicated knowledge transfer on implementation/best practices
- Review future rollouts and recommend strategy
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Digital transformation is changing our world. As the leader in enterprise cloud data management, we’re prepared to help you intelligently lead the way. To provide you with the foresight to become more agile, realize new growth opportunities or even invent new things. We invite you to explore all that Informatica has to offer—and unleash the power of data to drive your next intelligent disruption. Not just once, but again and again.
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Do It Right the First Time

Contact Informatica Professional Services at ips@informatica.com

Key Program Deliverables / Details

• Installation and configuration of Secure@Source software in one environment
• Definition of Data Domain Discovery Rules and Policies
• Scanning of a limited number of data stores
• Tuning of data domain rules and policies to ensure accuracy
• Detailed design document on the masking solution including masking scope, discovery methods, rules and policies, and implementation approach.
• Policy strategy for a pre-defined set of sensitive data elements
• Policy and rule development for sensitive data elements
• Masked representative application database including performance testing and tuning